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We are extremely grateful to Ron Taylor (FEPOW Family) who has kindly added all the men
from Haverhill and the surrounding villages to the Roll of Honour on this website. Here you
will find information about where and when individual FEPOWs were transported and copies
of their index cards.
https://www.roll-of-honour.org.uk/My-Home-Town/Suffolk/html/haverhill__area.htm
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What do Percy Shearman, Ernest Brett and Eric Thake have in common? Oh… and a padre?
At first glance, it might appear there is no connection.

Left to right Percy Shearman BEM, Ernest Brett, Eric Thake
Percy Shearman was born in Great Yarmouth in 1895, the son of a chemist. Just after WW1, the family
moved to Haverhill where Percy’s father opened a chemist shop in the building that is now Boots the
Chemist. Percy met Olive Jarvis the daughter of GW Jarvis who ran a butchers shop at 2 High Street. After
they were married, Percy moved to New Buckenham, Norfolk to open his own chemists business.

Ernest Brett was born in Kedington in 1919 and after leaving the local school he found employment on
one of Mr Sainsbury’s farms looking after his herd of prize Guernsey cattle.

Eric Thake was born in Haverhill in 1915. He grew up living in Primrose Hill and like so many Haverhill
people he found work in Chauntry Mills.
But this was all before the 2nd World War. After the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbour their paths were
definitely crossed.
Percy Shearman had served with the 2nd Battalion Norfolk Regiment during WW1 so he was one of the first
to be called up in 1939, this time as a sergeant with the 5th Suffolks. His wife and four daughters returned to
Haverhill, at first living with her sister Nora Dunt in Wratting Road.
Ernest Brett was called up in November 1939 as a private with the Suffolk Regiment but after initial training
he was transferred to the 2nd Battalion, Cambridgeshire Regiment.
Like Ernest, Eric Thake also served with the 2nd Battalion Cambridgeshire Regiment during WW2. Coming
from very different workplaces this was possibly the first time they met.
As part of the 18th Division, these three men found themselves in Singapore in January 1942.
Ernest and Eric and the rest of their Battalion pushed up country into Johore. They were tasked with holding
a crossroad at Batu Pahat.
Fighting was fierce and there were many casualties, one of whom was Eric. With no transport to evacuate
the wounded, the difficult decision was made to leave them behind.
The uninjured men, including Ernest, were ordered to make an escape through the jungle and swamp to the
coast where he and others were picked up by the Royal Navy and returned to Singapore.
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Fortunately for Eric and the other forty odd wounded men, the battalion
Padre, Noel Duckworth (seen here) and two doctors, refused to leave
them, in spite of knowing that the Japanese usually slaughtered any
wounded men they came across.
Noel Duckworth was diminutive in stature, having been a cox in the winning
Cambridge crew in the 1934 boat race and in the GB eight in the 1936
Olympics. After capture, he flayed the Japanese with such a virulent tongue
that they did not kill the wounded men he had stayed behind to protect.
One of the doctors who stayed behind was certain that Noel’s fame as a
rowing man saved their lives because a Japanese officer recognised him.
Rumour has it that this Japanese Officer was himself a rower who had
competed in the Olympics and knew of the padre. Whatever the reason,
the wounded men were taken to the comparative security of Padu Jail in
Kuala Lumpur.
Unfortunately, things did not go well back in Singapore and on 15 th February 1942 the Allied Forces
surrendered and Ernest and Percy became Japanese Prisoners of War like Eric.
On 24th June 1942, Ernest was transported overland in the 4th train from Singapore to Thailand.
On 31st October 1942 Percy was transported overland in the 23rd train from Singapore to Camp 4D in
Thailand.
Eric was eventually transferred to Changi Jail. Due to the severity of his wounds, this is where he remained,
saving him from the horror of the Railway. His experience at Chauntry Mills helped him too, for during his
incarceration he carried out some tailoring work to Japanese uniforms.
Ernest and Percy’s paths crossed following an accident that left Ernest temporarily blinded. Imagine his
surprise to find a chemist from Haverhill helping to look after him.
After the war ended, Ernest Brett returned to Kedington and his job on the farm whilst Eric Thake returned
to Haverhill and his job at Chauntry Mills. Percy Shearman settled in Haverhill and ran the chemist business
established by his father.
In 1946, Percy was awarded the British Empire Medal in recognition of ‘gallant and distinguished services
while a prisoner of war’. He died in 1966 but in the 1980s a new development of sheltered housing was
named Shearman Court in his honour. One married couple was soon to take up residence - Mr. and Mrs
Ernest Brett. Following the death of Eric Thake his wife Joan also moved into Shearman Court and today his
sister, Rita, lives there.
Many more men from Haverhill and the surrounding villages found themselves as Japanese POWs in
February 1942. Twelve men from the town did not return and are commemorated on the War Memorial in
the cemetery.

Haverhill Family History Group would like to hear about any men who survived
their Far East experience so that they can compile a record. They can be
contacted by email at haverhill@suffolkfhs.org.uk, by phone 01440 712652 or
through their Facebook page.
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https://www.facebook.com/groups/FEPOW.Family/
In 2015 Martin Boswell joined a tour that was organised on behalf of the
‘National Far East POW Fellowship, Welfare & Remembrance Association’
(NFFWRA). Lasting two weeks, the tour visited the many places associated
with those times, then in the 70th year since liberation. To read his story
follow this link:- https://suffolkfhs.co.uk/index.php/projects/display/101

To hear a fascinating radio interview with local man Bunny
Bowers who describes his time with the RAF and as a POW
in the Far East during World War 2 go to the SFHS Website
or follow this link:

https://suffolkfhs.co.uk/files/Haverhill%20Group/Bunny%20Bowers.mp3

Several relatives of FEPOWS have written about their loved ones or provided information for a brief
biography. These can be read on the Suffolk Family History website by following the link:
https://suffolkfhs.co.uk/index.php/projects/display/118

We hope to add more life stories to this folder in due course. If you have information about any person
involved in the Far East conflict we would like to hear from you.
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The FEPOW Railway
Japan had entered the Second World War by attacking Hawaii, the Philippines, Hong Kong &
Malaya in December 1941. This was followed by a series of swift victories with land defeats
both in Burma and particularly at Singapore, with thousands of Allied troops being taken
prisoner.
Armies cannot be sustained without supply lines, therefore to continue their ambitions for
conquest and have the potential to invade India, the Japanese leadership decided to build a
rail link extending from southern Thailand and heading north, to Burma.
Extending 415 km (258 miles) through jungle, around mountains and crossing rivers, a similar
project had been considered by the British in the 1880s and again in 1910, but after two years
the survey was called off, realising it would take 5-6 years to complete and would cost too
much in terms of expense and lives. The terrain is difficult to say the least, and there are
several endemic diseases and of course the monsoon season.
Such details were of no concern to the Japanese as they had so many PoWs as a disposable
workforce. In all some 69,000 Allied POWs would work on the railway with later 250,000
Asian labourers conscripted. Anticipating a completion date of December 1943, the railway
began with an initial force of 3,000, composed mainly of Australians in Burma at
Thanbyuzayat, who would head south, and with a mainly British force at Ban Pong, heading
north – the two would meet and thus complete the line.
For our men the first party of 600 left Singapore in
steel cattle trucks for a four day journey up country
to Ban Pong on June 19th. With a promise of better
food, hospital care and a change in general, there
was some optimism (since capture the majority
had languished in the overcrowded civilian prison
at Changi, with some assigned to clear up the wardamaged City and docks, whilst the remainder
made the best of bad circumstances). It can be
argued that none of these men can be classed as fit
as their rations and treatment as prisoners had
already seen many die in those first six months of
captivity, but on arrival in Thailand with little in the
way of sustenance, their first task was to build the
first of many work camps that would dot the route
of the railway. Initial priorities were to build
shelter for the guards, then their own cookhouse,
their accommodation, and lastly the sick quarters.
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The interior of typical accommodation in
Thailand, constructed of bamboo and attap,
thatched to offer protection from the elements.
The men would rest on bamboo platforms and in
the wet season the floor would become a
quagmire. Note, no protection against
mosquitos.
(Cambridgeshire Regiment Collection)

The work routines were dependent
largely on the terrain, with the first work
gangs preparing embankments for the
line or constructing bridges across fast
running wide rivers, in all cases with
hand tools. The first real test was to construct a wooden bridge that would span the 8oo feet
wide Mae Khlaung River, near Tamakhan. This was begun in October 1942 as a quick
expedient but not sufficient to carry the rail traffic as first thought; this was later augmented
by a steel and concrete bridge just a few hundred yards further upstream, the Japanese
having brought in a series of metal spans from Indonesia for the purpose. Built entirely by
manpower, this was finished in May, 1943.

The construction of the steel bridge that spanned
the Mae Khlaung River, near Tamakhan.
(Cambridgeshire Regiment Collection)

In the first month’s men worked a 16
hour day (dawn to dusk) and paid a
token ‘wage’ in Japanese occupation
currency, with one day off in every 10.
Food since being captured was always
awful and consisted of rice, sometimes
garnished with a slice of onion and a thin
‘soup’, often supplemented by weevils.
Prisoners often bartered what few
possessions they retained with local Thais, who traded, and often gave, duck eggs and
bananas to the starving men at night at great personal risk.
As the railway went further up country the line would go through jungle and dense
undergrowth, men clearing teak forests and bamboo thickets, sometimes assisted by
elephants, and building embankments to create platforms for the rails. Where large rock
formations barred passage, deep cuttings of unimaginable proportions would be hewn by
hammer and bar, digging one metre deep holes into rock before an explosive charge was
placed. The debris would then by crushed by sledgehammers, all in the baking tropical sun.
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There were a total of 688 bridges constructed and with those, 35,000 trees felled in the
process. As each part of the line grew, more camps sprang up, and therefore as more men
were drafted to work they would leap frog and move forward to each successive workplace.
In all there would be some 40 work camps spread roughly 5-10 miles apart from Ban Pong to
Thanbyuzayat.
In the early days men would work together in units among comrades they served, but as the
time went by many would be split up. Later, often the sight of a face from home would lift
the spirits beyond imagination, whether the man be from Cambridge, Wisbech, Haverhill,
Newmarket, or Norwich. Such links among the misery were a wonderful reminder of better
times.
The treatment of prisoners was universally savage, as many guards were Koreans and
Taiwanese who would try to outdo the Japanese in their contempt for those under their
supervision. If a man rested for long enough for a guard to notice he was brutally beaten,
and any British Officer that protested faced the same or worse. Those that succumbed to
illness were seen as saboteurs and therefore their rations were reduces as only ‘fit’ men
enjoyed the privilege of food. Naturally thousands died as a result of this callousness and the
50 or so medical officers that were spread throughout the camps were hard pressed to help,
always improvising and sometimes carrying out amputations with little more than a butcher’s
saw or a pen knife.

Punishments on the railway. Left, a PoW holds a rock above his head for extended periods, whilst at right, a
man has a jagged metal container full of stones hanging from his neck. (Jack Chalker).
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Following the Japan’s naval defeat at the Battle of Midway in June 1942, the railway was now
critical if Japan was to consolidate its gains as supply by sea could not now be guaranteed,
there being many merchant vessels sunk due to effective submarine attacks. British & US air
activity was also a concern and compounded with the threat of strong forces being
marshalled in India (General Slim’s 14th Army), the Japanese command decided to take
advantage of the May-October monsoon season, thinking it would deter air attack, and revise
completion time, aiming for August instead November.
This last gasp of frantic activity saw the Japanese increase both work and cruelty. Known as
the “Speedo” period, the 16 hour day was now increased to shifts that might be as long as
30 hours, with burning torches illuminating the work sites. Any clothing had now rotted and
boots were now a thing of the past – men simply improvised as best they could. The incessant
rain compressed the misery as tracks and bridges were washed away and with it any
compassion for the PoW’s welfare. Those in the mountainous areas were more remote, and
consequently what little food anyone had was reduced further.
A further 10,000 Allied PoWs were now combed out from various camps in occupied
territories and centered at Singapore for immediate transport up-country. These were the
least able to work as those that had gone before were the so-called fittest. With promises of
better food, medical attention, & the clear mountain air waiting for them at rest camps, many
were convinced there was light at the end of their tunnel.
One of the many cuttings dug out from solid rock, this being at
Hintok. (Jack Chalker)

Setting foot in Thailand they soon realised the truth
as they were swiftly marched 180 miles though
jungle, day and night to their destinations. “F Force”
as it was known set off in May from Ban Pong
heading for the Burmese border and many perished
along the way, being kicked, bayonetted or shot by
guards if they faltered. They began work on arrival
and 400 of the 7,000 were dead within a month. This
number would rise to 2,500 dead and when they
returned to Kanchanaburi after completion of the
railway barely 1000 remained fit for duty.
At the same time 250,000 Asian labourers were
coerced into working and with them came the worst
of diseases, cholera. Water born, it was highly
contagious and swept through many jungle camps,
wiping out whole communities of Tamil slave workers. With equal ferocity it also hit many
PoWs, seeing the guards retreat a safe distance and to let the men suffer the consequences.
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One of the many cholera tents up country, where the
sick and dying were gathered. (Jack Chalker)

As most were already infected with a
number of tropical diseases, in their
weakened state they died in droves, but
heroes among the medical staff came to the
fore, with some having little other than an
aspirin or cotton wool, they improvised,
segregated the cholera cases and by this
isolation somehow saved many men’s lives,
the enemy callously ambivalent to their
sufferings.
Isolated from the World relatives knew little of their fate, the official “I am well and being
paid” postcards taking 18 months to two years to arrive. However, some resourceful and
courageous individuals had made improvised
wireless receivers and continually hid the
components and were therefore able to learn
of world news. Such piecemeal reports being
whispered from man to man gave hope. The
Japanese had long since chided the PoWs with
boasts that Germany had invaded England
and that the Axis was victorious on all fronts –
now at last they knew better even though
isolated.
An example of the official postcard sent home, note the preferred and acceptable Information.
(Cambridgeshire Regiment Collection)

Allied aircraft began to be seen in 1943
and eventually some of the bridges
would be bombed, sadly killing 400
prisoners in the process. A terrible irony,
this did however give rise to the belief
that they had not be forgotten.
The steel and concrete Thamakhan bridge under
attack by air. The USAAF struck in February 1945,
but the RAF destroyed two spans on 24th June,
finally putting the bridge out of service.
(Cambridgeshire Regiment Collection)

The railway was completed with both lines joining at Konkoita on 17th October, however the
successive air attacks ensured that the land supply line was often disrupted.
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The cost of building the railway, including the many support roads cut through the jungle,
was estimated at around 16,000 Allied lives and 100,000 Asian labourers. Perhaps the
costliest section was the cutting at Konyu. Over 500m long and 24m high, it was known as
Hell Fire Pass. Around 1,000 POWs started work on it in April 1943; by its completion in
August, only 100 survived.
Apart from some prisoners staying behind to maintain parts of the structures many were
transported back to Singapore and other locations, to be sent on to Japan and other occupied
areas to work as slave labour in coal
mines, steel works, shipyards, etc. (there
were 176 camps in the Japanese islands
alone). Sadly en route in unmarked
vessels, these densely-packed hell ships
were sometimes attacked by US
submarines and aircraft many and were
drowned or killed by sharks, the survivors
picked up to continue the hell of Japanese
captivity (a lucky few were rescued by
Allied vessels). Of 50,000 transported
more than 10,000 died at sea.
The military cemetery at Chungkai where many East
Anglians remain to this day.
(Cambridgeshire Regiment Collection)

It is hardly surprising that those that prevailed
and survived that traumatic period would be
mentally as well as physically scarred for the rest
of their days. Many were told by the medical
profession that they would be unable to father
children nor expect to live beyond 45 years.
(IWM)

Their collective and individual experiences cast long and dark shadows, often effecting their
loved ones too. Many never spoke of the cruelty they had witnessed or endured, some
maintained an isolation; others would come together within their regimental associations
and veteran groups, being comfortable in that community of those brothers that knew and
understood.
If there is a consolation, it is that their spirit was never crushed, that their comradeship and
unselfishness, that love, prevailed and they championed over evil. They were after all the
better men.
Martin D Boswell 21/7/2020
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Letter sent to returning
FEPOWs, courtesy of
Christopher Gurteen.

Find out About the Cambridge Regiment in Singapore 1942 and so much more.

http://www.adamparkproject.com/

https://www.facebook.com/AdamParkProject/
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Ceremony honours fallen Ipswich soldier for
Far East veteran ahead of VJ Day
https://www.eadt.co.uk/news/ceremony-honours-ipswich-soldier-ahead-of-vj-day-16783969?fbclid=IwAR2fmin6xqBsMidPct8DRCQwnKx3xlyejOcrmPbgQB7OURJAYXTmJKGdJ0w

Saturday 08.08.2020 Ipswich Soldier remembered by local man, Ernie Brett who is Haverhill's
last surviving Far East Prisoner of War.
Due to shielding, Ernie - who now lives in Meadows Care Home - was unable to attend the
ceremony. Haverhill Town Mayor, John Burns, laid a wreath at Ipswich War Memorial on his
behalf.
His son John Brett said his father was very touched people were remembering his comrade
on his behalf: “He had a great deal of respect for Lt Groom who had so much responsibility
at such a young age. These were just young men from Suffolk – Dad was 22 and Lt Groom
just 23 when he died beside him.”
“My father has never forgotten him. I think being of a similar age and with my dad going
on to live his life while Lt Groom lost his at such a young age had an incredibly deep effect”
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We are extremely pleased that Bert Elsdon from the RBL Chonburi branch, Thailand, will
be laying poppy crosses on the graves of six men from Haverhill. at Don Rak and Chunkai
War Cemeteries on the 15th of
August on behalf of the
Haverhill Family History
Group and people of
Haverhill.
Unfortunately,
Covid
restrictions
in
Singapore and Java have
meant that it has not been
possible to replicate this
tribute in those countries.

Haverhill and
Surrounding Villages
FAR EAST Casualties
Ashard HP
Barrett EJ
Bigmore J
Bradford EC
Buttle CW
Chisnall F
Coote CV
Freeman PRC
Jeffrey RG
Knopp JE
Ling LW
Mayes T
Mynott H
Radford SH
Sadler BW
Tarling LS
Taylor R
Turner PW
Walters CH
Webb GT
Wesley JH
Wesley R

Men (FEPOWS) from Haverhill and
Surrounding Villages who returned home
Allen PW
Backler G
Baker F
Barber LE
Basham AW
Bowers (Bunny)
Brett EW
Coote CV
Cox AH
Cresswell PS
Crissall W
Cuthbert LG
Darking JA
Farrant B
Farrant A
Farrant J
Green AE
Gurteen WV
Harding AJ
Harrison N
Isaacs W
Jeffrey RG
Jobson E (Dick)
Ling LW
Loveday RP
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Marsh R
Mayes CD
Mayes E
Mayes Harold
Mayes Harry
Medcalf C
Medcalf RF
Moore SF
Moy RJ
Newman A
Nunn ED
Pannell A
Pavey SW
Press CF
Preston CA
Ray DJ
Shearman PH
Smith FJ
Taylor R
Thake EA
Thake CW
Tuck L
Turner CA
Willett F

